
Bitmap Background and Tile Based Graphic Display

The Pacific Southern Railway layout control software, created by Geoff Green,
displays the status of the layout on multiple graphical screens. While the screens
are initially created using a bitmap background for the display, the display is
updated by overlaying much smaller bitmap tiles onto the display to show turnout
positions, signal aspects, block status and USS interlock machine lever positions.

Display1.java extracts this capability from the PSRY code to generically supports
such displays using a socket interface to layout control application. A Java
graphical application is portable to operating systems other than Windows (i.e.
Linux), is not based on a specific development systems graphical libraries (e.g.
Borland) and allows the display and control applications to run of separate PCs.

While the current code uses bitmap backgrounds from the PSRY software, it is
possible, with modification, that a blank background is initially created and either
the control program creates a background from the available tiles on start-up or yet
another configuration file specifies tiles and locations to create the background.

Display1.java uses a socket to interface to the layout control application on the
same or different PC. While there can only be one control application, there can be
multiple display applications on different laptops to control different parts of the
layout.

On startup, it reads a configuration files that specifies one or more bitmap
backgrounds, shown at right, and two types of tiles that can be overlaid on the bitmap background. Track (blackScreen) tiles indicate routes and whether they are
cleared or occupied, update the position of turnouts and signal aspects.

                    

USS tiles display lever positions on the USS panels at the bottom of the background.

    

After loading the images specified in the configuration file it registers with the control application which is expected to send one or more tile updates to update
the bitmap image.

It recognizes keyboard and mouse events. Keypresses can select and different background, restart or exit the program. Mouse events, the position on the bitmap
background, are sent to the control application. The control application is expected to respond to the mouse events, both to control turnouts and signals on the
railroad, as well as send tile update to update the bitmap background.

Message Format



Display application messages
PKT_TOWER 5 identify tower being displayed as background
PKT_START 3 request control app to update all tiles

PKT_MOUSE 4

2 x-position LSB
3 x-position MSB
4 y-position LSB
5 y-position MSB

PKT_HELP 6 request tower IDs to be displayed by control app

Messages carried via the socket are type-length-value format. The first byte is the message ID, the second byte the byte length of the message including the
message-ID and byte-length, and zero or more additional bytes of information.

The following table summarizes the single message to the display app which is a tile update, identifying the tile type, track or USS, the tile ID and its position,
column and row.

Tile update message (to Display)
0 Message ID - BMP_ID (1)
1 message byte-length (including first two bytes)

2

tile type
1 TILE
2 LAMP
3 LVRLG
4 LVRSM

3 tile ID
4 column LSB (least significant byte)
5 column MSB
6 row LSB
7 row MSG
8 tower (bitmap background)

Configuration Files

Screen.cfg is specified on the command line. It specifies one or more numbered background butmap files, bg, can use include to read additional files specifying
tile bitmap files, icon and optionally a logo gif to display on the window header, logo.

bg  BG 1   Img/LathamKrulish.bmp 
bg  BG 0   Img/HydeYardPort.bmp 
bg  BG 2   Img/NassauCliff.bmp 
 
include Img/ussTiles 
include Img/blackScreenTiles 
 
logo Img/PSLogo_Small.gif 

ussTiles.cfg

# USS bitmaps 
 
icon  LvrLg  0   Img/USSTiles/LvrLgBL.bmp 
icon  LvrLg  1   Img/USSTiles/LvrLgBM.bmp 
icon  LvrLg  2   Img/USSTiles/LvrLgBR.bmp 



icon  LvrLg  3   Img/USSTiles/LvrLgTL.bmp 
icon  LvrLg  4   Img/USSTiles/LvrLgTR.bmp 
 
icon  LvrSh  0   Img/USSTiles/LvrShBL.bmp 
icon  LvrSh  1   Img/USSTiles/LvrShBM.bmp 
icon  LvrSh  2   Img/USSTiles/LvrShBR.bmp 
icon  LvrSh  3   Img/USSTiles/LvrShTL.bmp 
icon  LvrSh  4   Img/USSTiles/LvrShTR.bmp 
 
... 

blackScreensTiles.cfg

icon  Tile   0  Img/BlackScreenTiles/blank.bmp 
 
icon  Tile   8  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleDL.bmp 
icon  Tile   9  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleDR.bmp 
icon  Tile  68  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleGDL.bmp 
icon  Tile  69  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleGDR.bmp 
icon  Tile  70  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleGUL.bmp 
icon  Tile  71  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleGUR.bmp 
icon  Tile  75  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleGVDL.bmp 
icon  Tile  74  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleGVDR.bmp 
icon  Tile  73  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleGVUL.bmp 
icon  Tile  72  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleGVUR.bmp 
icon  Tile  38  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleRDL.bmp 
icon  Tile  39  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleRDR.bmp 
icon  Tile  40  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleRUL.bmp 
icon  Tile  41  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleRUR.bmp 
icon  Tile  45  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleRVDL.bmp 
icon  Tile  44  Img/BlackScreenTiles/angleRVDR.bmp 
 
... 
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